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Welcome to Washington, DC

On behalf of the residents of the DC Greater Metropolitan
Area, welcome to Rail~Volution 2011!
Months of collaboration and detailed planning have
resulted in a four-day gathering that will introduce you to
innovative, transit-oriented development throughout our
region.
You’ll see for yourself how initiatives are linking
neighborhoods, spurring economic development,
connecting people to jobs, and providing residents,
workers, and visitors with more transportation choices
for their daily activities.
Join us as we look back on how decisions made
30 years ago resulted in the successful transit system
we know today. And help us as we examine how the
decisions we are making right now will affect how we
get around 30 years in the future.
I hope you’ll also take the time to discover the region’s
many diverse communities: historic neighborhoods with
unique commercial corridors; waterfronts transforming
into vibrant destinations; and communities using transit,
pedestrian and bike assets to attract new arts, culture
and economic amenities.
You know DC as the Nation’s Capital. We call it home.
Explore with us.

Vincent C. Gray
Mayor, District of Columbia
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About the Conference
Registration
Hours
Saturday, October 15
3:00 pm–6:00 pm
Sunday, October 16
7:00 am–6:00 pm
Monday, October 17
7:00 am–6:00 pm
Tuesday, October 18
7:00 am–6:00 pm
Wednesday, October 19
7:00 am–12:00 pm

Registration
Please check in at the
Rail~Volution registration desk
to receive your materials and
badge. Badges are required at
all sessions, receptions and
networking events. The
registration area is located in
the Lobby Level near the Salon
rooms. The regional and transit
information booth, an internet
café and more information
about our mobile workshops
are also available in that area.
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Plenary Sessions

Charrettes

Rail~Volution 2011 features three
plenary sessions that address
issues affecting the future of
livable communities. These
sessions promise to inspire and
provoke new thinking. Find out
more about each of these
relevant keynote sessions in
the Schedule of Events.

A charrette is a time-honored
planning tool used to solve
problems for a particular issue
or geographic area. Choose
between these all-day, interactive
events to build on the successes
at three centers in the Washington, DC region and help define
their future. Expert urban
designers and planners lead
these charrettes to help weave
everything together. Check out
the complete charrette descriptions in the Schedule of Events
on page 13.

Workshop Sessions
Rail~Volution 2011 provides
more than 75 workshops that
address nearly every aspect of
building livable communities with
transit. These workshops feature
thought-provoking policy
overviews of livability issues,
as well as specific hands-on
strategies that can be used and
applied in your own community.
To make it easy to attend several
workshops, sessions are
scheduled in 90-minute time
slots during the three days.
Check the Conference at a
Glance section on pages 8-11 of
the program to plan your days.

Mobile Workshops
This year’s conference offers 21
mobile workshops that provide
hands-on, real-world learning
about livability issues. Check
out the complete list of mobile
workshops on pages 45-48. Each
requires preregistration and an
additional fee. Visit the mobile
workshop information table in
the conference registration
area, where self-guided tour
information is also available.

Special Events
Several sessions, including
lunchtime events on Monday
and Tuesday, provide important
opportunities for networking,
delving deep into key issues, and
much more. Don’t miss these
unique opportunities. Find out
more about the various special
events in the Schedule of Events.

Trade Show
During the conference, visit
the Trade Show located in the
Exhibit Hall A on the Exhibition
Level. Visit booths and displays
from more than 20 companies.
Join us in this area during the
conference for continental
breakfasts, coffee and
refreshment breaks, box lunch
pickup and a special Trade Show
Reception.

Tabletop Displays
Partners and affiliates of
Rail~Volution will have tabletop
displays on the Exhibition Level,
located near the Trade Show.
Visit with representatives of these
organizations during Trade
Show hours.

Speaker Prep Room
Located on the Lobby Level in
room 8223, the speaker prep
area will be available Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday for
speakers and presenters to preview PowerPoint presentations.

Message Center
For your convenience, a
message board will be located in
the conference registration area
on the Lobby Level.

Bookstore
Steven Schuyler Bookseller will
have new, used and vintage
publications for sale in the
conference registration area
(Lobby Level). Stop by and
review the most current books
in urban planning, livability,
architecture, climate change,
transportation, community
development and Mid-Atlantic
history.

Hotel Accessibility
All venues for Rail~Volution are
accessible, with signs for ramps
and accessible elevators. For
additional assistance, check with
the conference registration desk.

Scholarship Programs
Julie Hoover Rail~Volution
Scholarship

This scholarship represents
an important way to support
community activists and to honor
long-time Rail~Volution supporter Julie Hoover, a leader
in the areas of sustainability
and public involvement.
Rail~Volution’s national
scholarship fund thanks the
David Bohnett Foundation and
other donors, for their generous
contributions to this year’s
funding. Thanks to their
generosity, 25 community
activists and students from
around the country are able
to attend this year’s conference.
Please consider making a
tax-deductible contribution to
the fund. Contributions will be
used to support scholarships
for future years.
Greater Metropolitan
Washington Scholarship

Scholarships for Rail~Volution
2011 were sponsored by our
generous local sponsors,
including scholarship
underwriters the Capitol Hill
Business Improvement District,
Capitol Riverfront Business
Improvement District, Destination
DC, East Banc, Golden Triangle
Business Improvement District,
Kittleson, LTK, NoMa Business
Improvement District, and
Parsons Brinckerhoff. These
scholarships enable more than
30 community advocates,
students and non-profit representatives to attend the conference.

Re-Imagine Washington,
DC: An Interactive
Planning Installation
Re-Imagine Washington, DC! Not
only is that an opportunity, but
the name of a unique, hands-on
interactive model installation that
lets you envision the future of
this city by manipulating the built
environment. Use a medley of
recycled materials, ranging from
colored blocks and Popsicle sticks
to discarded metal and bottle
tops to create the ideal urban
form on an oversized plot of
Washington’s streets, parcels
and parks.
Urban planner James Rojas
conceived this interactive exercise
to educate people about
planning through play. By
moving objects and creating
urbanforms, you'll mimic the
planning process.
See how the installation
constantly changes, as previous
work builds upon all our
contributions. (And, of course,
be sure to "play" yourself!)

The Brunel Awards
Journey through some of
the best rail has to offer.
Rail~Volution is pleased to
present the winners of the
prestigious Brunel Awards
Competition. You'll find
descriptions of the winning
projects throughout the
conference space: Railway
architecture, graphics, industrial
design and art, technical
infrastructure and environmental
integration, rolling stock, and
overall design quality will all
be represented.
The Brunel Awards Competition promotes aesthetic quality,
customer orientation and
sustainability across all sectors of
the rail industry. These projects
present rail as an indispensable
transport mode with inherent
economic and environmental
advantages – a story that cannot
be told enough in a public forum.
See the winners here, hot off the
tails of the October 14 award
ceremony. Enjoy the displays.
Congratulate the winners (some
of whom may be familiar!).

Continuing Education Credits
Rail~Volution is an AICPCertified Maintenance (CM) provider for the
American Planning Association’s AICP CM Program. All conference
events that are accredited will be reflected using this notation: CM 1.5.
If you have any questions or concerns with reporting
credits, please contact the APA CM customer service team at
aicpcm@planning.org or 202.872.0611 or visit www.planning.org.
Although Rail~Volution is not an American Institute of Architects
(AIS)/Continuing Education System provider, many of its program
events may qualify for AIA continuing education or health, safety
and welfare continuing education credits. Please check AIA’s website
at www.aia.org.

Trade Show
Hours
Monday, October 17
Continental Breakfast
7:00 am–8:00 am
Coffee Break
9:30 am–10:00 am
Box Lunch Pickup
11:30 am–12:30 pm
Refreshment Break
3:30 pm–4:00 pm

Tuesday, October 18
Continental Breakfast
7:00 am–8:00 am
Coffee Break
9:30 am–10:00 am
Box Lunch Pickup
11:30 am–12:30 pm
Refreshment Break
3:30 pm–4:00 pm
Trade Show Reception
5:30 pm–7:00 pm
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What will you find at Rail~Volution?
Workshops

Charrettes

Toolboxes

These 90-minute events cover
a variety of relevant topics,
presented in several different
formats: panels, talk shows,
round tables, etc.

A traditional and time-honored
planning tool, the charrettes
provide an intense approach
to solving problems around
a particular issue or geographic
area.

These specific, hands-on
workshops provide details
about how to implement livability
projects in your community.

Mobile Workshops
These unique and educational
events provide a chance to get
out and experience livable
communities in the Washington,
DC region. See pages 45-48 for
this year’s mobile workshops.

Core Curriculum

Networking Events
Informal, yet important,
networking opportunities are
scheduled throughout the
conference and provide you
with the chance to talk with
colleagues, share experiences
and ask questions.

Workshop Themes

This year we continue our core curriculum offerings of introductory — yet in-depth – sessions where
you can explore the key principles, issues and techniques for building livable communities with transit.
These workshops are a must for first-time attendees; those who want introductions to unfamiliar or
emerging issues; and everyone who wants to strengthen their knowledge about the core concepts that
shape and guide the livability movement. Look for the
symbol to indicate core curriculum sessions.

Whether you’re new to
the livability community,
a seasoned practitioner

Further Exploration
In addition, we have more advanced and specialized sessions that delve deep into urgent and timely
topics, such as job creation, energy and the economy. Whether you want to learn more about collaborating between transportation modes, hear insiders’ advice for station area planning, or sell TODs, jobs
and housing as a positive lifestyle option – the leaders in those areas are here.
With the renewed emphasis on partnering between agencies, we also take a look at federal,
regional, local and public/private partnerships. Sessions explore how to meet challenges at all
levels – from ballot initiatives to federal policy. Other workshops explore how to prioritize
livability projects for equity and sustainability.
The breadth of topics is wide, the formats are varied, and all workshop speakers are leading
practitioners in their respective fields. Dig in to a new topic or take your current expertise to
new levels.

or somewhere in between,
Rail~Volution has a series of
experiences especially for you.
Mix and match more than
75 workshops to your
interests and expertise.
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Schedule of Events

Sunday continued
12:00 pm – 3:00 pm
Maryland A/B

New Starts Symposium

CM 3

Converting your vision for a New Starts or Small Starts project - or even extending an existing line - into reality can be filled
with challenges and opportunities. Learn directly from professionals who have overcome the challenges in bringing rail
transit and bus rapid transit to their communities. Hear straight talk about how to avoid common pitfalls and successfully
follow in their tracks. Experts will discuss how you can make the difference between failure and success by articulating your
vision, getting ample local and private financing and understanding federal priorities throughout the project development
approval process. Federal Transit Administration representatives will be available to answer questions and share insights
into their program objectives.
MODERATOR:

Jeffrey F. Boothe , Partner, Holland & Knight; Chair, New Starts Working Group; Washington, DC

MODERATOR:

Diana C. Mendes, AICP, Senior Vice President, Director of Strategic Investments, Transportation, AECOM,

Arlington, Virginia
Cheryl King , AICP, Assistant General Manager of Planning and Transit System Development, Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid
Transit Authority, Atlanta, Georgia
Lucy Garliavskas, Associate Administrator, Transportation Planning and Environment, Federal Transit Administration,
US Department of Transportation, Washington, DC
Richard P. Steinmann, Senior Advisor to the Administration, Federal Transit Administration, US Department of
Transportation, Washington, DC
Michael A. Allegra, General Manager, Utah Transit Authority, Salt Lake City, Utah
Ray Amoruso, Chief Planning and Development Officer, Hampton Roads Transit, Norfolk, Virginia

6:00 pm – 8:00 pm

Welcome Reception

Old Ebbitt Grill

On Sunday evening, make your way downtown for a welcome reception at Washington’s oldest, more historic saloon, the

675 15th Street, NW

Old Ebbitt Grill. Join your local host committee, local sponsors and your fellow Rail~Volution attendees for live jazz and a
dazzling light show in the adjacent 12-story atrium. Venture to the rooftop for DC’s best bird’s-eye view of the White House,
Washington Monument and cityscape!
Please visit the Local Host Committee booth on the hotel’s lobby level for more information. Registration badges
will be required for admittance to the reception. Plan accordingly for travel time.
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MOB ILE WORKSHOPS

Tour Beyond the Monuments
Mobile workshops will meet 15 minutes prior to the scheduled
departure time for each session, near the registration desk area on

3.

Green Line Growth and TOD Success

CM 4

Sunday, October 16 8:30 am–12:30 pm

the Lobby Level of the Washington Marriott Wardman Park Hotel.

Riots after the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.’s assassination left what was

Please be prompt as the schedules are tight!

once a thriving black middle-class community a symbol of urban decay.
Today, after the opening of the Green Line, the multiracial, mixed-income
U Street corridor and Columbia Heights neighborhood stand as diverse

1.

and dynamic examples of urban renais-

Discover the Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor

CM 4

Sunday, October 16 8:30 am–12:30 pm

sance. See how neighborhoods along
the Green line, including the Waterfront

How did decisions made a generation ago reshape the Rosslyn-Ballston

and Navy Yard, plan to build on and

Corridor in Arlington County? Instead of developing the Metrorail Orange

duplicate this success.

Line in the middle of an interstate, the County pushed to locate it along

Cost: $45

a main commercial corridor. Today it’s one of the most successful
transit-oriented communities in the

4.

country. Visit this suburban
corridor and see for yourself how it

DO Go Back to Rockville

CM 4

Sunday, October 16 8:30 am–12:30 pm

transformed into a series of mixed-

Ignore REM’s hit song, “Don’t Go Back to Rockville” and visit some of the

use, multimodal, transit-oriented

best examples of suburban TOD in the region. See how the collective

urban villages. Cost: $45

vision of private developers and jurisdictions was realized through
planning and diligent implementation. Near the end of Metrorail’s Red

2.

Line, the area’s auto-centric orientation

DC by Bike

and conventional strip developments

CM 4

Sunday, October 16 8:30 am–12:30 pm

are being transformed into healthy

Washington has the highest share of bicycle commuters of any major city

urban environments concentrated

on the East Coast, recently earning Bicycle Friendly Community Silver

around multimodal transit. Cost: $45

Status by the League of American Bicyclists. Pedal your way through
several new bicycle facilities, including: Union Station Bicycle Station;
Capital Bikeshare (CaBi);
Metropolitan branch trail; R Street
bike lane; 15th Street cycle track;

5.

Waterfront
Revitalization and Commuter Ferries

CM 4.5

Sunday, October 16 8:30 am–1:30 pm

and the Pennsylvania cycle track.

The Washington region is rediscovering its waterfronts. Many river front

Approximate distance: 6 easy

areas, in particular along the Potomac and Anacostia Rivers, have received,

miles. Cost: $60, includes bicycle

or are due to receive, significant investment for revitalization and

rental

reclamation. Capitol Riverfront in Washington; National Harbor in
Maryland; and Old Town Alexandria in Virginia exemplify this waterfront
renewal. Travel via ferry and see
the public and private investment
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and planning and hear about
how ferry service could benefit

Metro

Walking

Bicycle

Bus

Ferry

Trolley Commuter
Rail

the region. Cost: $60

45

Mobile Workshops

6.

Union Station: Connecting People and Places

CM 4

Sunday, October 16 1:00 pm–5:00 pm

A multimodal transportation center, Union Station is both a gateway to

9.

TOD That’s Affordable

CM 4

Sunday, October 16 1:00 pm–5:00 pm

Tour the Braddock Metro neighborhood and see the ongoing redevelop-

the district and a transit hub for commuters and residents. More than

ment of public housing into a mixed-income community with a range of

32 million people use it each year. Come see ongoing and planned

housing options — market rate, workforce, affordable and public —

improvements, from preservation of a

consistent with the neighborhood’s

historic building to incorporating new

character. Learn how the City engaged

modes, such as bikeshare, into an

all sectors of the community in the

existing transit hub. Witness a growing

planning and implementation of

center, struggling to meet the needs of

projects affecting this neighborhood.

all users by creating seamless

Experience it all on this tour that

connections between modes. Cost: $45

combines transit and walking. Cost: $45

7.

10.

Northern Virginia Streetcars:
Columbia Pike and Rt. 1 CM 4
Sunday, October 16 1:00 pm–5:00 pm

King Street/Old Town:
Our Past and Our Future

CM 4

Sunday, October 16, 1:00 pm–5:00 pm

A new streetcar system planned for two corridors in Northern Virginia is

Old Town is a living example of early American urban planning with a

reshaping land use plans for Alexandria, as well as Arlington and Fairfax

retail street surrounded by some of the most desirable vintage residential

counties. See how land use and transportation planning are being

neighborhoods. King Street draws tourists and metro residents, alike, to

integrated in anticipation of the future streetcars. Explore how Arlington’s

shop, dine and experience an authentic historic town. See how Old Town

new form-based code has transformed the urban form and street space

8.

Arlington by Bike

evolved from a commercial

along Columbia Pike. Visit

seaport community into

Potomac Yard, an abandoned rail

Alexandria’s primary retail area.

yard, spawning intense mixed-use

Learn how King Street changed,

development along a dedicated

all the while preserving its history

transitway. Cost: $45

and culture. Cost: $45

CM 4

Sunday, October 16 1:00 pm–5:00 pm

11.

H St. NE Corridor: Reinvestment
via Premium Transit CM 4
Sunday, October 16 1:00 pm–5:00 pm

Arlington County is not just a TOD star, but also a leader in bicycle

One of DC’s earliest and busiest commercial corridors — home to one of

transport. Pedal around Arlington, along dedicated bike lanes and trails.

the original streetcar lines in DC — H Street changed profoundly in 1968

You’ll see transit-oriented development near several of Arlington’s rail and

from riots after the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.’s death. In 2003, 20 percent

bus transit stations. The route will include two Metrorail corridors;

of the parcels fronting H Street were vacant. See how significant

Shirlington, an urban village built on bus transit with a new bus station;

reinvestment and improved

and some of Arlington’s more

access to premium transit, such

innovative bicycle and pedestrian

as streetcars, are leading to

facilities, including its bikeshare

economic development, social

program. Approximate distance:

change and art along H Street.

15 easy miles. Cost: $60, includes

Cost: $45

bicycle rental

46

Mobile Workshops

12.

How Streetcars Created the City

CM 4.5

Sunday, October 16 1:00 pm–5:30 pm

Washington has waited 50 years for its streetcars to return. Next year,

15.

DC by Bike

CM 4.5

Tuesday, October 18 10:00 am–3:00 pm

Encore mobile workshop; see description for Tour #2.

they’ll be back on H Street and Benning Road and, once again, will be an
integral part of the rhythm of the city. Discover how streetcars helped
create communities in the district
and its surrounding suburbs with
a tour of the National Capital

16.

Arlington by Bike

CM 4.5

Tuesday, October 18 10:00 am–3:00 pm

Encore mobile workshop; see description for Tour #8.

Trolley Museum. Explore a
treasure trove of historic cars
from around the region — and
even enjoy a ride! Cost: $60

13.

17.

Baltimore: Commuter Rail and
the Creative Class CM 6.5
Tuesday, October 18 10:00 am–5:00 pm

Baltimore’s TOD story is a truly urban tale of successes, challenges,

Comprehensive Revitalization:
The Anacostia Historic District

creativity, partnerships and opportunism. Ride the MARC Penn Line
CM 4

Monday, October 17 1:00 pm–5:00 pm

commuter rail which carries approximately 21,000 passengers per day to
and from Baltimore. Arrive in Baltimore and explore the Station North Arts

One of the district’s original suburbs, it was designed to be financially

and Entertainment District including tours of adaptive re-use projects and

accessible to DC’s working class, and retains much of its mid-to-late-

mixed-use TOD around the transit station. Experience the area’s history at

19th-century low-scale, working class character. Come learn how agencies,

the extensive Baltimore Streetcar Museum, which includes examples of

developers and the community are

almost every major type of streetcar that ran in Baltimore until the 1960s,

working together to reenergize the

and hear from neighborhood groups and developers about recent efforts

area. Visit projects ranging from

to stabilize the neighborhood and reclaim status as the cultural heart of

housing restoration to public space

the City through community

improvements to both new and

festivals, artists housing, historic

enhanced transit options. Cost: $45

re-use and rehab, mixed-use
TOD, new development, and
targeted public investment.

14.

Cost: $60

Transforming Tysons

CM 4.5

Tuesday, October 18 10:00 am–3:00 pm

Time magazine called it “a (radical) way to fix suburban sprawl.”
Construction is underway to add four new Metrorail stations in Tysons
Corner, extending the heavy rail system to Dulles Airport. Learn about
the transit-oriented plan as you tour proposed redevelopment sites and
discuss the opportunities and
challenges of transforming a

MOB I LE WOR KS HOP TR AN S PORTATION MODE S

suburban edge city into a series
of walkable urban neighborhoods
centered on transit. Cost: $60

Metro

Walking

Bicycle

Bus

Ferry

Trolley Commuter
Rail
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Mobile Workshops

18.

Urban Transformation with Rail

CM 4

Wednesday, October 19 8:00 am–12:00 pm

With approximately 10 million square feet of development in the past

20.

Transformation at White Flint

CM 4

Wednesday, October 19 8:00 am–12:00 pm

Experience the transformation of a classic suburban strip commercial

decade, the Carlyle-Eisenhower East area is being transformed. Its 300

corridor resulting from one of the most unique private/public partnerships

acres of industrial and vacant land have been

in the country. Travel by Red Line to the

turned into a vibrant, pedestrian-oriented

White Flint Metrorail station in Montgomery

urban village, while respecting the city’s

County, Maryland, and the adjacent North

historic foundation. See how this area

Bethesda Conference Center. After an

maximizes existing mass transit, coordinates

overview of the adopted White Flint Sector

design and integrates public amenities. View

Plan, see a wide variety of mixed-use

the distinctive architecture, healthy mix of jobs

projects in all stages of development.

and residences and retail linked by plazas and

Lots of Q & A along the way! Cost: $45

parks. Cost: $45

19.

From Streetcar to Automobile Row

CM 4

Wednesday, October 19 8:00 am–12:00 pm

Take a tour of a historic streetcar line along 14th Street in Washington and
learn about its influence on development along the corridor. See a variety
of building forms and learn how the corridor evolved from streetcar route
to “Automobile Row,” filled with the city’s finest collection of early-to-mid20th-century showrooms. Learn
how the shifting transportation
choices illustrate changes in
architecture, not only in Washington, DC, but nationwide. Cost: $45
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Metro

48

Walking

Bicycle

Bus

Ferry

Trolley Commuter
Rail

21.

Discover the Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor
Tuesday, October 18 1:00 pm–5:00 pm

Encore mobile workshop; see description for Tour #1.

CM 4

